Primary Maker: Tiffany Studios
Title: Moorish chandelier with Favrile shades
Date: designed ca. 1900
Medium: Bronze, glass
Dimensions: Overall (height, diameter): 18 × 13 in. (45.7 × 33 cm)
Credit Line: Gift of Dr. Egon Neustadt
Object Number: N84.6.1a-f

Object Name: Chandelier
Classification: TIFFANY
Physical Description:
Favrile glass chandelier with five small shades (a-d, f), pinched near aperture; shades hang from lower rim of Moorish-style, five-socket bronze fixture (N84.6.2a) that has 30 bronze chains of varying lengths made up of circular links and ending in bronze balls hanging from lower edge of main ring.

Markings: etched inside shades: "L.C.T."
Related Objects: